CRUSADE AND REVOLUTION: THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR, 1936-1939
ERRATA, CORRECTIONS, CLARIFICATIONS AND FAQ (November 1st 2013)
STRATEGY CARDS
Opening of the French Border (R42) (Clarification): The additional SOV RP only applies if the
Republican Player plays at least one Card as RP on that Turn. That is, if the Republican Player has
not accumulated any SOV RP on the General Records Track (zero SOV RP), the additional SOV
RP is NOT obtained (SOV RP are still zero).

Economic Reorganization (R43) (Correction): If played as a RP Card, the Card is
permanently eliminated from the game. Change Note to read: NOTE: When this Card is
played as a RP Card, permanently remove it and gain four REP RP’s unless Tremp or Sagunto are
OOS or under Nationalist control, in which case gain only three REP RP’s.

RULEBOOK
2.2.2.8. (Correction): “hexes” should be “spaces”.
2.2.2.11 (Correction): “hex” should be “space”; “and/or” should be “or”.
3.0 (Correction): Coastal Space: In the Mediterranean Sea list “Huelva” is missing; it is also a
Coastal Space.
VP Space: Add “and Republican Morale Table” after “per the Victory Point Table”.
5.2.2 (Typo): Automatic Victory Table: “NAC” should be “NAT”.
8.5.5.3 (Correction): Note: “hex” should be “space”.
11.4.3 (Correction): Example: “hex” should be “space”.
11.4.5.1 - Page 21 (Correction): Example of Extended Retreat: “hex” should be “space”.
17.1.2 (Clarification): The Nationalist Player may only Activate ONE space for Combat in the
entire Northern zone in each Action Round.
Card Clarifications: Operation Orders Captured (R7) (Typo): There should be a “)” at the end of
the text.
Index of Terms: (Correction): “Out of Supply” section should be included in “Supply” section,
below.

PLAYBOOK
18.3.7. (Correction): in the second line “18.2.11” should be “PB 18.2.12”.
Page 20, Operations section, first paragraph (Correction): change “Individualism” for “NonCooperation”.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)
Question (Q): Does the 1CL for the Sierra of Madrid apply if units in the same attack are not
attacking out of the Sierra of Madrid spaces?
Answer (A): Yes. If ANY unit in a Combat attacks to/from a Sierra of Madrid space, the 1CL
is applied.
Q: Can the Republican Player use the T-26 Combat Card even if attacking a space in which the
Armor bonus is negated?
A: Yes. The +1 DRM of the CC is different than the intrinsic DRM associated with all Armor
units.
Q: When landing on Mallorca with the Disembark in Mallorca Event, can the Republican Player
take the MIL units from the Republican Reserve Box?
A: No, the two MIL units mentioned on the Card are new units; same as reinforcements, but
the Card is not considered a Reinforcement Event.
Q: How does the Nationalist deploy the CTV Corps if Axis Military Aid (N9) has been played but
Italian Reinforcements (N15) Event has not?
A: The CTV is deployed as stated in the Rulebook (see 15.2.1.2): in a space containing at least
one Italian supplied unit (only CV-33, as there will not be any ITA unit now) or in a friendly
Port space. Remember that if the CTV is eliminated in Combat, as there will not be any ITA
Division-sized Unit to replace it, it would be permanently eliminated.

